Processing capability of the primary visual cortex and possible physiologic basis for an apparent motion illusion.
The primary visual cortex is known to process stimuli in a given part of the visual field such that divisions of the cortical column into orientation and ocular dominance minicolumns are present. Applying a model incorporating both the Hebb learning hypothesis and a Mountcastle-like organizational structure to the visual cortex, we predicted that the processing capabilities of the column involve dynamic interactions among minicolumns and are much greater than presently documented. In particular, processing of rotational stimuli in area 17 was suggested by the model. Motivated by this, a psychophysics experiment was conducted that demonstrated a spatial-temporal filling-in process in apparent motion. We have now presented this "human illusion" to cats and recorded from units in area 17 with results which clearly demonstrate striking phenomena not simply understood. The purpose of this note is to present our experimental paradigm with the preliminary results.